Ongoing / Updates / Reminders

1. Training Server Refresh – Not yet scheduled
2. Item agency 10 (Carrier Center / Collierville): 41 items, none updated since 2013
   a. John confirmed that they are not present. I’ve suppressed and withdrawn and removed OCLC holdings.
3. ETD records: Elizabeth is working on problem records - asked to share documentation with ILSAC 3/2017
4. New Study Carrel Loan Rule – will be addressed once carrels are returned.
5. Serials Solutions to EBSCO Holdings Management: updates
   a. CM had training 7/21, RIS training is TBA
   b. ILSAC will be invited to inspect MARC records for serials (provided by EBSCO) in the training server. What editing / overlay requests do you have? Match and insert 856? Overlay? Which fields, etc.
   c. The journals search tab pointed to EBSCO Holdings Management will go live in the coming weeks.
   d. ERM team will begin updating link resolver images and links from SerialsSolutions to EBSCO FTF.
6. Suppress items that were set to lost (billed) / Lost (Claims returned) / missing 2 or more years ago?
   a. Is there a chance of reordering any? What reports would CM like?
7. Cassidy Cataloging Records for Law Resources
   a. Received Monday, will be loaded monthly. Will be loaded into test server for your consideration.
8. SerSol links - When electronic access to a journal is added/changed, please notify lib_erm@memphis.edu.
   a. ERM team will add the appropriate link (to the stable SerSol or EBSCO page) and public note
   b. Only ERM team should create or edit electronic serial 856s
      i. The goal is to phase out inconsistent links specific journals, databases, or electronic resources. These change rapidly and without warning creating too much work for ERM team.
2. ILL URLs in MARC records - When UofM is adding an item to a partner school recorder with an ILL link in 856, that 856 should be deleted.
   a. If it is not deleted, it is not the end of the world, I will delete these on a scheduled basis.

Discussions

3. EBSCO electronic serials records
   a. Variable-length field additions / edits / deletions ; fixed fields
4. Inventory – Reports from each department / by each section
   a. LOCL
   b. HSL
   c. Children’s (mc12 / mc20)
   d. A-C
   e. Q-T
   f. Brister
5. DVDs discarded by Columbia State
   a. Physical pre-processing (removing tattle-tape stickers, labels, etc.) and cataloging requirements and suggestions

Tabled Again

1. Worldcat Discovery
2. Linked Data